AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF PRESS GLASS SA, DATED ON MARCH 27, 2020
REGARDING THE CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)
Press Glass SA constantly monitors the progression of Coronavirus (COVID-19), any changes in legal regulations in individual countries
and the impact they may have on deliveries to our customers. We are introducing further organizational changes and necessary
precautions in the field of employee working methods, conducting production processes, as well as supervision in the supply of raw
materials necessary to ensure continuity of production.
Therefore, we provide you with updated information on the operation of our factories:
In the last days we have carried out changes in work organization related to the implementation of special laws by national
governments. In individual cases this could have caused changes in delivery dates. Our analyzes of incoming orders and our
production capabilities, indicate that in the perspective of the upcoming days our deliveries will be carried out within standard
deadlines.
All Press Glass SA plants are currently operating in a mode adjusted to the needs of increased sanitary requirements and we do not
note major interference from the adopted assumptions. We have introduced a special work model for our offices and individual
production changes to minimize the risk of illness.
The deliveries of raw glass follow the schedule, performed from glass factories located in Poland within a short distance from our
plants. Our stock of components necessary for the production of insulated glass units, such as sealants and spacers are secured and
supplemented on a regular basis.
Companies providing transport services continue to provide us with availability of means of transport covering our needs.
The situation on the Polish borders is stabilized and the transport of goods between European countries takes place without major
obstacles despite sanitary controls at the borders.
We are ready to fulfill our clients' current and future orders. We are also ready to provide our clients with additional temporary support
in the event of disruptions related to the availability of processed glass products on the market.
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